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Abstract This paper presents a reactive method for

collision avoidance with multiple aerial vehicles that

has been applied in real time considering industrial

environments. The proposed method is based on the

3D-Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance algorithm.

The main contribution of the proposed method is that

it takes into consideration 3D modeled static obstacles.

Therefore, it has been successfully applied in realistic
industrial environments with the presence of complex

static obstacles. Considerations of dynamic constraints

of the aerial vehicles have been added. The algorithm

has been integrated in ROS framework and tested in

simulation. Several simulations with up to eight aerial

vehicles have been performed, including long endurance

cooperative missions. Finally, the second main contri-

bution consists in the evaluation of several real ex-

periments with up to four aerial vehicles which have

been carried out in the testbed of the Center for Ad-

vanced Technologies (CATEC) facilities. The aerial ve-

hicles flew in the presence of static obstacles and avoided

potential collisions by modifying the planned trajecto-

ries in real-time.
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1 Introduction

Multiple-vehicle systems are being extensively studied

in the last years in order to be applied in cooperative

mission such as fire detection and monitoring [1] or

surveillance [2]. The coordination and collision avoid-

ance play a crucial role in these kind of applications.

Particularly, reactive methods should compute solutions
in real time whenever a potential collision is detected.

Moreover, a good scalability of the methods is essential.

The ARCAS FP7 European Project is developing

a cooperative free-flying robot system for assembly and

structure construction [3]. The ARCAS system uses he-

licopters and quadrotors with multi-link manipulators

for assembly tasks [4]. The aerial vehicles carry struc-

ture parts that will be assembled at the target destina-

tion. An important part in ARCAS is cooperative as-

sembly planning and safe trajectory generation to per-

form the coordinated missions, assuring that neither

the aerial vehicles nor the manipulators or the carried

objects collide with each other.

Trajectory planning algorithms are used in these

missions with multiple vehicles. Works published in the

literature such as [5] [6] [7][8][9] are not able to com-

pute a solution in real time for reactive purposes. In

this case, the computational load should be very low

as the algorithms should monitor the safety of the sys-

tem several times per second. Many works have been

also published related to the conflict resolution and de-

tection problem but, in general, they present the same

limitation [10] [11] [12][13].

A system for assembly and structure construction

with multiple aerial vehicles which automatically iden-

tifies conflicts among them is presented in [14]. It com-

putes collision-free trajectories whose quality improves

when available computation time increases. Thus, a fea-
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sible but suboptimal initial solution is quickly com-

puted. This system presents deficiencies for reactive col-

lision avoidance and reactions to unexpected situations.

Different reactive collision avoidance methods have

been published in [15] [16] [17]. The method known

as Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (RCA)[17] considers

multiple vehicles navigating in a common environment

and each vehicle takes half the responsibility of avoiding

pairwise collisions. Most approaches solve the problem

by considering zero order planning, that is, generate

paths in the position space. On the other hand, RCA is

formulated in the velocity space, so this is a first order

planning procedure. Thus, RCA easily handles moving

obstacles and also kinematic and dynamics constraints

of the vehicle. The latter constraints can easily be taken

into account by reducing the set of velocities that a ve-

hicle can reach considering its current velocity. Different

works on RCA have been applied to holonomic robots

without considerations of the dynamics [18]. Recently,

extensions for applying this algorithm in non-holonomic

robots are proposed in [19].

The proposed method is based on the Optimal Re-

ciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) [18]. It is based

on the work presented in [20] and it improves the RCA

behavior by making the vehicles cooperate when per-

forming collision avoidance maneuvers. Even though

the method is decentralized, each robot needs to get in-

formation of the relative position and the relative veloc-

ity of the rest of robots. A centralized method by using

ORCA for collision avoidance among multiple agents

has been presented in [21].

The work presented in this paper has been carried

out in the context of the ARCAS FP7 European project

[3] to improve the system presented in [14]. Thus, a de-

centralized reactive method based on ORCA has been

implemented in order to assure that neither the aerial

vehicles nor the manipulators or the carried objects

collide with each other nor with the static obstacles

during the mission. This algorithm computes an opti-

mal solution for the near future, adapting the quick

solution computed by the system presented in [14] for

unexpected events. Some improvements have been im-

plemented. Most importantly, it considers both mobile

and static obstacles in a 3D environment. Static obsta-

cles have to be given in advance to the algorithm by

means of a 3D mesh file which can be modified online.

Other improvements include the handling of dynamic

constraints and ellipsoid agent shapes. The algorithm

has been integrated in ROS (Robot Operating System)

framework. Realistic simulations have been performed

in different scenarios of the ARCAS project with a dy-

namic quadrotor model based on the implemented in

the Hector-quadrotor ROS package [22].

The paper is organized into seven sections. The de-

scription of the problem of collision avoidance with mul-

tiple aerial vehicles is presented in Section 2. The pro-

posed decentralized reactive method is described in Sec-

tion 3. Section 4 presents the simulations performed in

ROS. Then, the experiments carried out in the multi-

UAV testbed in the CATEC facilities are shown and

analyzed in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are de-

tailed in Section 6.

2 Collision avoidance

In multi-UAV missions where several UAVs have to fly

in the same area performing their tasks, usually opti-

mized collision-free trajectories for each UAV are pre-

viously generated. However, deviations from the pre-

scribed trajectories or unexpected events such as dy-

namic obstacles or perturbations may cause collisions

with other UAVs or with obstacles, like pipes and other

devices, present in the industrial environments consid-

ered in the ARCAS project. Although dynamic re-planning

can be made with some trajectory planners at certain

rates, these methods do not allow for a sufficiently fast

response time to avoid the collision. In this case, a reac-

tive method should compute a fast solution by ensuring

that the separation between the UAVs is greater than a

given safety distance. It is assumed that all possible ve-

locity changes are allowed to solve the conflicts. That

is, each vehicle can change its heading, airspeed and

altitude from the original planned trajectory.

The information that the system needs in order to

solve the problem is the following:

1. Initial spatial trajectory of each aerial vehicle, which

is described as a dense sequence of waypoints, usu-

ally with sample time of 0.01s.

2. Parameters of the model of each aerial vehicle. They

include maximum and minimum velocity and max-

imum allowed acceleration.

3. Location and velocity of each aerial vehicle in each

instant.

4. Description of the static obstacles in the environ-

ment by means of a 3D-mesh file.

2.1 Basic coordination problem

Let the system be composed of two robots RA and RB ,

which are located on pA and pB and with radius rA and

rB (see Figure 1(a)). Let vA and vB be the velocity

of robots A and B, respectively. These robots are on

collision course, that is, if none of their velocities is

changed a collision will take place before time τ . The
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velocity obstacle, V OτA|B , is the set of relative velocities,

v, that will lead them to collision before τ for robot A,

imposed by robot B.

Fig. 1 a) On the left side, a scenario involving three robots
(A, B and C) on collision course is represented. b) This sce-
nario leads to V OτA|B which is represented on the right side.

The minimum reaction robots A and B have to perform in
order to avoid their potential collision is represented by uB .

For convenience we will define the following vari-

ables and symbols:

R = rA + rB (1)

pr = pB − pA (2)

vr = vA − vB (3)

D(p, r) = {q|‖q − p‖ < r} (4)

Note that the relative position for obtaining V OτAB
the relative position pr is obtained by subtracting pA
from pB , this means how far is robot B from robot

A. In contrast, the relative velocity vr is calculated by

subtracting vA from vB ; that can be seen as the rate

at which robot B is getting closer to robot A. D(p, r)

represents an open sphere of radius r centered at p.

Then, V OτA|B , which is the velocity obstacle for A

induced by B within time τ , can be defined as (see

Figure 1(b)):

V OτA|B = {v|∃t ∈ [0, τ ] :: tv ∈ D(pr, R)} (5)

In order to get a collision-free situation, the rela-

tive velocity, vr, should be outside the velocity obstacle

V OτA|B . There are a lot of pairs of sets of allowed veloc-

ities vfreer but the pair that minimizes the differences

between vA and vB with the preferred velocities, vprefA

and vprefB , should be chosen. These preferred velocities

are given by the navigation modules of robots A and

B, to encourage the minor deviation from the planned

trajectories. A reaction takes place when the current ve-

locities and the preferred velocities have to be different.

Let uB be the vector from vprefr to the closest point on

the boundary of the velocity obstacle (see Figure 1(b) ),

this represents the minimum reaction that robot A has

to perform in order to avoid the potential collision with

robot B if this robot does not perform any maneuver.

Reciprocally, robot B should perform a reaction −uB
in order to avoid collision if robot A does not perform

any maneuver.

As collaborative robots are considered, each one of

them can take half of this reaction or this reaction can

be divided for each robot as desired. For example, in

heterogeneous systems where some vehicles have more

maneuverability than others, the reaction should be

carried out almost entirely by the first type of vehi-

cles. In general we will define the reaction that robot A

has to perform as: uORCAB = αAuB . In this paper, we

impose that all the robots have equal reaction to the

conflicts so α = 0.5.

Once ORCA defines a half-space of collision-free ve-

locities ORCAτA|B as the set of velocities:

ORCAτA|B = {v| (v − (vA + 0.5u)) · u ≥ 0} (6)

Each robot computes the half-spaces of collision-free

velocities taking into account the relative position and

relative velocity of the rest of robots. Then, the intersec-

tion of all half-spaces is computed and a new collision-

free velocity is selected that minimizes the next function

(see Figure 2):

ORCAτA = D(0, vmaxA )
⋂ ⋂

B 6=A

ORCAτA|B

 (7)

vORCAA = min
v∈ORCAτA

‖v − vprefA ‖ (8)

where vmaxA is the maximum velocity for robot A. This

problem can be solved by using quadratic programming

(QP).

Note that, in some densely packaged situations, this

problem may become unfeasible. In these cases, a new

problem relaxing the conditions of ORCA by decreasing

the time τ in which the collision is ensured. Then, τ

becomes a new variable in the optimization and the

problem is to obtain the velocity that gives maximum

τ (ensures collision free trajectories for maximum time,

so is the safest velocity). Note that in this case, the

optimization objective is not to be as close as possible to

the preferred velocity, but rather be as safe as possible.

For more details, please refer to [18].
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Fig. 2 The ORCA half-planes ORCAτA|B and ORCAτA|C
that robots B, C induce in robot A are represented. The
region of allowed velocities robot A can take is given by the
intersection of these half-planes. This region is filled in light
gray.

3 Decentralized Reactive Method

The decentralized reactive method proposed in this pa-

per is based on ORCA. It is a good candidate to effi-

ciently carry out the coordinated mission of the ARCAS

project. The experimental scenario of the project is the

multi-UAV aerial testbed of the Center for Advanced

Aerospace Technologies (CATEC) which is equipped

with a VICON localization system that provides esti-

mation of the position of the robots with a precision of

few millimeters in real-time. Therefore, all the robots

can obtain information of the position of the rest of

robots and the minimum separation distance could be

defined as a sphere around of the robot because the

uncertainties are not relevant.

However, several improvements to the ORCA algo-

rithm are necessary in order to adapt them to the real-

istic environments as the ones proposed in the ARCAS

project.

3.1 Dynamics constraints handling

The proposed method considers dynamics constraints.

We use a similar approach as the one proposed in [23].

Another constraint is added considering the current ve-

locity of the robot v(t) and the maximum acceleration

amax. Let Ts be the sample rate of the algorithm, then

the inequation relating vORCA and v(t) is given by:

‖vORCA − v(t)‖ ≤ amaxTs (9)

This will force the velocity given by ORCA module

to be reachable by the controller on-board the quadro-

tors.

3.2 Considering 3D obstacles

Another important requirement of the project is that

the navigation is performed in scenarios with the pres-

ence of static obstacles.

A 3D-map of the environment is assumed to be

known. It can be loaded into the proposed method as a

set of mesh files, which can be specified in any format

compatible with the assimp library 1. Note that in real

scenarios unexpected or unmodeled obstacles might ap-

pear. For this reason, this information could be enriched

with the inclusion of vision or range sensors in order to

detect them. However, this is beyond the scope of this

paper.

The Proximity Query Package [24] has been used in

order to calculate the distance between the position of

the aerial robot and the static obstacles. This library

not only checks for collision between two 3D meshes

with triangular faces, but also returns the distance vec-

tor between these meshes, d.

When applying the algorithm in a determinate time-

step, only each obstacle’s closest point to the agent is

considered. This is done for two main reasons: the first

is to decrease computational load and the second is to

not over-constrain the QP problem. Once this closest

point to an obstacle is calculated, its velocity obstacle

is calculated by only considering this closest point. In

consecutive computations this point seems to be mov-

ing slowly (see Figure 3), allowing the algorithm to

smoothly react to the shape of the obstacle. Besides,

it is a natural approach that resembles the behavior

of humans when piloting a vehicle in a scenario with

complex obstacles.

However, concave obstacles can make the obstacle

closest point to the quadrotor to jump between different

parts of the obstacle as the quadrotor moves, and these

discontinuities may mislead the algorithm (see Figure

4). For this reason, we have to include only convex ob-

stacles in the 3D meshes file that represents the static

obstacles. There exist many methods for splitting con-

cave obstacles into multiple convex obstacles, such as

the Hierarchical Approximate Convex Decomposition[25].

They can be applied offline in a preprocessing step to

force the meshes to be composed of convex obstacles.

Note that the environment in the proposed appli-

cation is dynamic, that is: new obstacles can be added

whenever they are detected by the sensing system. In

our implementation, each different obstacle is saved as

an independent 3D-model. Actually each convex part

of each obstacle is saved as an independent 3D-model.

These models can be deleted or added online.

1 Open Asset Import Library. http://www.assimp.org/
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Figure 3 represents an obstacle, O, and a robot, RA,

which lies in position pA and has radius rA. The velocity

obstacle is a cone constructed by the union of the posi-

tion of the robot and the closest point from the robot

to the obstacle. In a similar development as indicated

in [18], the velocity obstacle can be defined as:

V OτA|O = {v|∃t ∈ (0, τ ] :: tD(pO, rA)} (10)

where pO is the closest point from the robot A to

the obstacle. Once the velocity obstacle has been con-

structed, the minimum reaction can be calculated as

indicated in section 2. Then, the ORCA half-plane is

obtained taking into account that the robot should per-

form the whole reaction. This is indicated in the next

equation.

ORCAτA|O = {v| (v − (vA + u)) · u ≥ 0} (11)

The last consideration is that the constraints due

to static obstacles are not relaxed when an unfeasible

problem is detected [18].

Fig. 3 Velocity obstacles induced by obstacle O to an agent
in two different instants.

3.3 Safety region

The original 3D-ORCA algorithm assumes that robots

have spherical shapes. However, the shapes may vary

among robots. For example, the shapes of the quadro-

tors that will be used in simulation is not covered uni-

formly with a sphere. In this case, the minimum hor-

izontal separation distance should be greater than the

vertical, which is better approximated by an ellipsoid

Fig. 4 Concave obstacles can break the time continuity of
the distance vector. They have to be decomposed into several
convex obstacles in a preprocessing step. d is the horizontal or
vertical separation between a quadrotor and the closer static
obstacle.

with the vertical semi-axis (rz) smaller than the other

two (rxy). Therefore, a simple coordinate transform to

the distances between robots and between robots and

static obstacles is applied.

x′ ← x (12)

y′ ← x (13)

z′ ← αz (14)

where α =
rxy
rz

. These considerations will allow the

quadrotor to get closer while performing vertical col-

lision avoidance maneuver than when performing hor-

izontal maneuvers. Note that the separation distances

between robots can easily be obtained:

Exy = 2rxy (15)

Ez = 2rz (16)

Last but not least, the dimensions of the safety re-

gion can be reconfigured in real time in order to model

the aerial robot shape with the arm extended and con-

tracted.

4 Simulations

Many simulations have been carried out in a realis-

tic environment that simulates the multi-UAV testbed

of the CATEC where the experiments will be carried

out. The ROS framework is used to test the proposed

method. The dimensions of the scenario are 15x15x4m3.

The proposed algorithm has been run in a laptop

with an IntelTMCore i5 processor and 4 GB of RAM.

The operating system used was Kubuntu 12.04 Linux.

The code was written in C++ language and integrated
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with the ROS fuerte distribution. The dynamic quadro-

tor model used is based on the Hector-quadrotor ROS

package [22].

The testbed of CATEC is integrated with ROS and

the same ROS node architecture is used for both sim-

ulation and real experimentation. This diminishes the

possible faults, reducing the efforts transition between

simulation and real experimentation.

One scenario with static obstacles with up to eight

quadrotors is considered (see Figure 5). The simulations

have been performed in the same machine. The videos

show the collision avoidance in real time. The videos of

the different experiments are available at http://www.

youtube.com/0grvc0.

Fig. 5 Simulation scenario with up to eight quadrotors and
static obstacles.

4.1 Scalability

In this section we will study the scalability of the pro-

posed method. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the

computation time for calculating the collision-free ve-

locity for one agent in the execution of simulations from

3 to 8 aerial vehicles shown in Figure 5. Note that each

agent only takes into account the agents that are closer

than the neighbouring distance. In this case, this dis-

tance was set to 4m. Also, the preprocessing step is

done offline, so its execution time has not been taken

into account because it does not affect the real-time

performance of the system.

These results show that the computation time in

calculating the ORCA velocity for each agent was far

below 1ms in more than the 97% of the cases. Moreover,

the computation time grows very slowly with number

Fig. 6 Distribution of the execution computation time in
proposed algorithm for one agent with the number of vehicles
in the system. The median of each distribution is indicated
in red, the blue box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles
and the 3rd and 97th percentiles are indicated in black. Red
marks represent the outliers.

of vehicles: it was confined between 0.3 and 0.5ms in

the case of 3 vehicles and between 0.4 and 0.6ms with

8 vehicles.

The Collision Avoidance method was computing ve-

locities at a rate of 20Hz for each quadrotor, which

is one for each 50ms. This has allowed us to perform

simulations with up 8 quadrotors in real time and in

the same machine. Taking into account these results,

it is expected that we can raise this number to more

than 50 without experiencing flaws. Furthermore, the

computations can be easily distributed among several

PCs thanks to the ROS integration. Thanks to this fact,

there exist no theoretical limits in the number of robots

this method can handle when considering the compu-

tational efforts.

4.2 Stability and reliability

Finally, a ten minutes long simulation in order to test

the stability and reliability of the proposed method has

been carried out with three vehicles (Q1, Q2 and Q3 in

Figure 5). The main results of the simulation are de-

tailed in table 1. The minimum separation distance be-

tween the vehicles and between pairs the vehicles and

the scenario is listed. These minimum separation dis-

tances fulfill the requirements imposed in the first part

of this section 4 demonstrating that even in long simu-

lations the systems keeps being stable.

The number of collision-avoidance maneuvers that

the developed algorithm has performed during the sim-

ulation has been also listed. We consider that a vehicle

is performing a maneuver whenever its desired velocity
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and the ORCA velocity are distant enough. Mathemat-

ically this can be expressed as:

‖vpref − vORCA‖ ≥ vthres (17)

where vthres is set to 0.1ms . In this simulation, forty-

one maneuvers involving from one to three quadrotors

have been performed. The mean time a maneuver has

lasted is 6.56s.

Table 1 Results obtained in the reliability simulation.

Characteristics Quadrotors Value
# maneuvers - 41
Avg Duration - 6.56s
Avg Vehicles - 1.75

Separation w. obstacles
QR1 0.60
QR2 0.62m
QR3 0.53m

Vertical separation
QR1-QR2 0.77m
QR1-QR3 0.84m
QR2-QR3 0.75m

5 Experimental Results

Three multi-UAV coordination experiments have been

carried out in the multi-UAV testbed of the CATEC

facilities. It has an usable volume of 10x10x3m. The

experiments are described and analyzed in this section.

Figure 7 shows one of the four autonomous quadro-

tors that have been used in the experiments. They are

Hummingbird quadrotors from Ascending Technologies.

The testbed is equipped with a VICON localization

system which includes 20 infrared cameras distributed

around the testbed. This system is capable of estimat-

ing the position and orientation of each quadrotor at

a rate of 100Hz with millimeter and degree accuracy,

respectively.

Experiment I tests the method in a simple scenario

configuration. It involves two quadrotors which will fly

trajectories to interchange their positions as shown in

Figure 8. Static obstacles are not considered in the en-

vironment, so only maneuvers to avoid collision with

other aerial robots are performed.

Table 2 shows the parameters considered in Ex-

periment I: frequency (algorithm’s rate of execution),

minimum horizontal and vertical separation distances

amongst robots (Exy and Ez, respectively), and Time

horizon (T ), that represents the look-ahead time that

each aerial robot considers to detect potential collisions

with other robots). Obviously, the parameters related

to static obstacles, Horizontal and Vertical Separation

Fig. 7 One of the Hummingbird quadrotors used in the ex-
periments and one of the infrared cameras of the VICON
system.

Fig. 8 Initial plans in Experiment I.

to Obstacles and Time Horizon Obstacles, have no ef-

fect in Experiment I.

Table 2 Parameters of the proposed method in Experiments
I, II and III.

Parameter Value
Frequency 20Hz

Minimum Horizontal Separation (Exy) 1.1m
Minimum Vertical Separation (Ez) 0.6m

Time Horizon (T) 8s
Horizontal Separation to Obstacles (dobsxy ) 0.9m

Vertical Separation to Obstacles (dobsz ) 0.6m
Time Horizon Obstacles (Tobs) 2s

Figure 9 shows the horizontal and vertical separa-

tion among the quadrotors during the flight. The ver-

tical and horizontal separations were met during the

whole experiment because the minimum values were

not surpassed at the same time. Therefore, the flown

trajectories were safe. Note that the vertical separation

is always violated, while the horizontal separation is

not, so the vehicles have performed a lateral maneuver
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Fig. 9 Horizontal (red line) and vertical (blue line) sepa-
ration between the aerial robots during Experiment 1. The
minimum separation distances are shown in dashed line.

Fig. 10 Initial plans in Experiment II.

in order to avoid the collisions. Note that the horizontal

separation plot is somewhat curly, this is a not desirable

effect that where not found in simulation and that could

be produced by some delay between the acquisition of

the location of the VICON system and the reception of

the new generated commands.

Experiment II is similar to Experiment I but with

static obstacles. Figure 10 represents the initial trajec-

tories of the quadrotors as well as the static obstacles of

the scenario. In this case, the quadrotors are forced to

perform different maneuvers in order to avoid collisions

also with the static obstacles. A video of the experiment

can be found at https://youtu.be/pDLwemOi940.

The configuration parameters of the static obsta-

cles are considered in the Experiment II (see Table 2).

Note that the minimum horizontal separation to obsta-

cles is smaller than the minimum separation between

quadrotors. This can be done because we are consider-

ing on the one hand the closest point from the static

obstacle to the robot and on the other hand the center

of the quadrotors. It is also remarkable that the time

horizon in collision between quadrotors is much greater

than the time horizon in collisions between a quadrotor

and the static obstacles. Thus, the quadrotor maneu-

vers to avoid collisions with static obstacles take place

only when they are sufficiently close to the obstacles,

as pointed out in [18]. This parameter has to be care-

fully tuned taking into account the maximum allowed

acceleration amax in order to assure that no collisions

with static obstacles can be produced.

Figure 11 shows the vertical and horizontal sepa-

rations between the quadrotors during the flight. The

horizontal or the vertical separation are met during the

whole flight. In contrast to Experiment I, there are time

instants where the horizontal separation is not met but

the vertical is. This indicates that the quadrotors have

performed a vertical collision avoidance maneuver. This

type of maneuver was imposed taking into account the

scenario where the quadrotors were located. In this ex-

periment, no noticeable oscillations were found in the

behavior of the quadrotors.

Fig. 11 Horizontal (red line) and vertical (blue line) sepa-
ration between the aerial robots during Experiment II. The
minimum separation distances are shown in dashed line.

Finally, Experiment III proposes a scenario with

four quadrotors and several static obstacles. This sce-

nario have tested the proposed method in the presence

of more quadrotors and static obstacles. Thus, more

complex maneuvers have to be performed. Figure 12

represents the initial trajectories of each quadrotor. The

execution of the plan of quadrotor Q4 is delayed by ap-

proximately fifteen seconds with respect of the execu-

tion of quadrotors Q1-Q3.

The separations between pairs of quadrotors during

the execution of the experiment are plotted in Figure

13. The trajectories are safe because the horizontal or

vertical separation is met during the whole flight. How-

ever, the same oscillations that were found in Experi-

ment I are found. Furthermore, in some situations were

conflicts with more than two quadrotors were detected,

the system evolved to an almost deadlock situation that

lasted for almost ten seconds in some cases (see instants

from 70s to 90s in separation between Q1-Q2, Q1-Q3
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Fig. 12 Initial plans of Experiment III.

and Q2-Q3). Finally, some minor separation violations

were found in some instants in the deadlocks (see in-

stants from 60s to 80 s in separation between Q2-Q3)

and without deadlocks (instants in the surroundings of

85s in separation between Q3-Q4). This situation, al-

though brief, is not desirable for collision avoidance sys-

tems.

A video summary of the experiment can be found

at https://youtu.be/9NEGLpva4eg.

The experiments performed were safe during the ex-

ecution of the initial plans. However, the behavior of the

proposed method when integrated into the real system

is still far from the one desired and the one obtained

in simulation. Some oscillations in roll were found in

Experiments I and III. In addition, there were some

states close to deadlocks at the end of Experiment III

in which the quadrotors, although being static in their

translational position, were oscillating in their roll an-

gles. In fact, some of these oscillations did imply slight

violations in the minimum allowed separations.

From the analysis of the experiments, this behav-

ior is mostly generated by communication delay, which

was not modeled in simulation and thus not taken into

account when designing the collision avoidance system.

The total communications delay in the testbed experi-

ments can be estimated as the sum of the delay from the

VICON to the ORCA ROS node and the delay from the

ORCA ROS node to the autopilot onboard the quadro-

tors. The first delay includes the delay due to the VI-

CON processing, the communications between VICON

and the ROS node and the delay due to the ROS mid-

dleware. The second delay includes the delay on pro-

cessing the new velocity, the delay due to the ROS mid-

dleware and sending the commands to the quadrotor’s

autopilot via zigbee. In consequence, future efforts need

to be performed in order to model the total delay and

to estimate future states of the system taking the delay

into account, in order to use the system in the ARCAS

testbed. However, as the developed collision avoidance

system is intended to be executed onboard each UAV

in a distributed manner, and also each UAV will use

its own sensors for positioning, in real applications this

delay will be much lower and these effects will be much

alleviated.
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Fig. 13 Horizontal (red line) and vertical (blue line) separation between quadrotors during Experiment III. The minimum
separation distances are shown in dashed line. These plots, from left to right and top to bottom represent the separations of
quadrotors Q1-Q2, Q1-Q3, Q1-Q4, Q2-Q3, Q2-Q4, Q3-Q4.

6 Conclusions

A new real-time collision avoidance method based on

the 3D-ORCA algorithm has been presented in this pa-

per. The main contribution of the proposed algorithm

with respect to the works published [18][26] [19] is that

it considers complex 3D static obstacles. Also, the dy-

namics of the quadrotors has been considered and a

new shape of the agents has been proposed. This was

necessary in order to apply it in realistic environment

as the proposed in ARCAS project [3]. Several simula-

tions demonstrate both the safety and reliability of the

method. Results show that more than 99% of the calcu-

lations were carried out in less than a millisecond. This

shows that the proposed method can be run in real

time in the same computer even in simulations with

great number of aerial vehicles. On the other hand, due

to the distributed nature of the algorithm, this would

allow to apply the proposed algorithm onboard a UAV

equipped with an unexpensive computer.

Moreover, the algorithm has been integrated in ROS

framework with the same ROS node architecture used

in the multi-UAV testbed of CATEC. This has allowed

us to perform real experiments in the CATEC multi-

UAV testbed with up to four quadrotors where the tra-

jectories were modified in real time in order to perform

collision avoidance among the quadrotors while not col-

liding with static obstacles. These tests are a remark-

able contribution with respect to the work presented

in [27]. However, some undesired behaviors appeared,

mainly related with communication delays in the exper-

imental setting. In any case, these effects would be much

alleviated in real applications, when the collision avoid-

ance algorithms are implemented onboard the UAVs

and the onboard sensors are used for attitude and po-

sition estimation.
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Future efforts will include modeling the communi-

cation delay of the testbed experimental setting. In this

way, it can be simulated in order to reproduce the os-

cillations found in the experiments, so they can be cor-

rected for the testbed experiments. Other aspects to be

studied include taking into account non-holonomic con-

straints in order to apply this algorithm to fixed-wing

UAVs.

Last but not least, the addition of cameras and/or

range sensors to the UAV should be necessary in order

to detect unmodeled obstacles in the environment. Fur-

thermore, their measures can be used for obtaining the

relative position between agents. One of the main diffi-

culties in this case is to distinguish between static ob-

stacles and cooperating agents. Some markers could be

installed in the vehicles so they can be identified by co-

operating agents. The uncertainties related to the mea-

sures should be taken into account. One conservative

approach could be the expansion of the safety envelope

of the vehicles taking into account these uncertainties.
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